http://online.tomkirktraining.com/

Feedback from one of the TtEDSC trial schools (Immanuel College (SA)) at the end of 2013.

*note – the course is intended for all students. It is however an interesting point of view from a school who trialled the course on an indigenous group.

From Troy (TtEDSC school contact)

We have trialled it with 20 indigenous students and a couple of staff …..

The 2 staff members who trialled it believe it to be well worth while. I managed to complete it without too much difficulty. May be worth some thought Ian that as this is a Cross Curricular priority in the AC it also appears in the AITSL 360 self-assessment tool for Teacher standards – this course could be a very good introduction for new and existing teachers.

Logging into the site was extremely straightforward and navigating your way around the course, likewise.

A big thumbs up from Immanuel. (Well done Tom!)

From Kelly (Indigenous Education Officer)

I am giving you my opinion on the course. I have an Aboriginal background and thought the course was pretty informative. I am glad that an Aboriginal person is presenting the course and is using clear language and is very descriptive of the topics. The Information was clear and understandable, although the Kinship descriptions did get a little complicated, but that is life as a Nunga person!

The introduction and explanations were clear and the diagrams were pretty easy to understand. I found it fun and interactive. I thought some of the big words might be a bit hard to understand for school students. I didn’t know about the avoidance kinship with the in-laws. So I did learn something new.